Wigi Wetlands Enhancement
Invasive Plant Removal

Family friendly for ages 7 + up!

Keep an eye out for these Invasive species & garbage

Saturday, April 7th
9:30am-12:00pm

Meet at the Kohl's parking lot
behind Bayshore Mall

All Supplies Provided

- Gloves
- Trash Pickers
- Bags & Buckets
- Weed Wrenches
- Snacks

Please wear comfortable clothing and bring a reusable water bottle. Bring any garden tools if you have them!

Wetlands serve many important functions:

- Habitat for variety of native plants and species
- Filter, purify, & store water
- Absorb wind & tidal forces
- Native plants help control water erosion

Wigi (aka Wiki):

Known as Parcel 4, this wetland was the site of an abandoned mill. With the structures now demolished and the new trail open, we are now enhancing this wetland.
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